We connect the Corporate World and the Non-Profit Community to build together a more inclusive society and circular economy.

Launched in 2009 with the support of the King Baudouin Foundation
6 Solidarity-driven activities

**Hands**  Offer manual support from preparing food packs for homeless people to painting rooms, cleaning a river, creating playgrounds for kids...  *Min 8 to 20p / NPO.*

**Pallets**  An exciting day where the teams transform recycled wood pallets into furniture for Non-Profit Organisations.  *Min 20p – Max 80p*

**Brains**  A unique brainstorming day where employees co-create innovative solutions to enable growth and/or solve Non-Profit Organisations challenges.  *Min 10p*

**Brains +**  Combining a brainstorming session (for the benefit of own company or Non-Profit Organisations) with a Solidarity Pallets activity.  *Min 20p – Max 160p*

**Skills**  The Skills Platform allows to link in real time the needs for specific skills of the non-profit organisations with the expertise of employees who wish to help, backed by their employer.  *Individual input*

**Furniture**  Why throw away or destroy your office furniture or non-food equipment (clothing, shoes, socks, books, toys, goodies) if you can give it a "Second Life" in a Non-Profit Organisation or a school?
Solidarity Hands
Acting for a more inclusive society

Where Team-building becomes Time-building

An enriching experience dedicated to offering time to Non-Profit Organisations during a full day.

Expected impact
A breathtaking opportunity to share their daily life and challenges.

Program overview
• Half day or full day
• Split teams
• Different activities
• Teams of 6 to 12 in social NPO
• Teams up to 20 in nature NPO

Min 6p to Max 30p per team

video example
Solidarity Hands
Activities profiling

The activities are tagged under the following categories

- **Activity spot:** Indoors - Outdoors - Mix
- **Contact with beneficiaries:** Yes - Some - None

**Interaction**
- **physical:** where the activity requires manual input
- **intellectual:** where the activity requires specific skills to identify solutions
- **emotional:** where the activity leads to moments which can personally and sometimes highly affect the participant
- **social:** where the activity is focused on personal communication and sharing the common challenges

**Non-Profit themes**
- Animal world
- Children and youth
- Disability
- Education
- Nature
- Homeless
- Immigrants & Refugees
- Poverty
- Seniors
- Social inclusion
- Women at risk
Examples of activities and impact | Blog

- **Paint the parents welcome office, a corridor and doors.**
  Your impact will be important as the office and corridor are fundamental to a warm welcoming area creating an atmosphere were confidence and confidentiality are a key to the success of the association.

- **Day out in the nature cleaning and creating a safe environment for a children's playground.**
  In addition to the conservation effort which in itself is already an enriching experience, you will simultaneously contribute to maintaining the park safe and accessible for the non-profit organisations and the children.

- **Help in the sorting of clothes.**
  Your support will be highly appreciated as it will allow the team of the NPO to focus on their daily specialised educational, psychological and medical care of the 56 babies and kids between 0 and 6 years.

- **Make and decorate colorful kites with children from disadvantaged backgrounds.**
  By sharing the afternoon with the vulnerable kids will provide you a wonderful opportunity to exchange on origins, cultures, history, flags and Europe.

- **Clean the facilities and create a nice new playground for the beneficiaries in the garden.**
  As the NPO works with children and families engaged in difficult living situations, this activity is a wonderful opportunity to bring a bit more happiness in their lives.
An innovative day dedicated to transforming during a full day recycled wood pallets into furniture for Non-Profits.

**Expected impact**
A beautiful way to link solidarity and circular economy.

**Program overview**
- Full day
- In central place in Brussels
- Volunteers split in teams of 7
- Tools ready on the spot
- Professional advice by coaches
- Furniture pre-ordered by NPO
- Mobile Pallets on demand

Min 20p to Max 80p

[video example](#)
A unique team-building day where talented intra-preneurs brainstorm to enable growth and/or solve Non-Profit Organisations challenges.

**Expected impact**
The teams learn new innovation methodologies and engage with corporate culture by bringing more purpose to their professional career.

**Program overview**
- 1-day workshop
- 1 facilitator per team
- Supporting material included (canvases, toolkit, games...)

In collaboration with Impact Valley

Min 5p to Max 50p
Solidarity Brains & Wood
Brainstorm for you & create furniture for NPO

Where creativity and strategy merge with solidarity

An exciting day combining a brainstorming session (for the benefit of own company or Non-Profit Organisations) with a Solidarity Pallets activity.

**Expected impact**
Co-creation of meaningful stories around the different input and many Non-Profit Organisations receiving handmade furniture and inspiring masterpieces to bring home.

**Program overview**
An ideation process for half of the group while the other half builds furniture out of wooden pallets. In the afternoon the teams switch activities.

In collaboration with Impact Valley
Min 20p to Max 160p
Solidarity Skills
Individual skills support for Non-Profit Organisations

Where personal ingenuity teams up with humanity

A day where you offer your personal skills and expertise to help Non-Profit Organisations on strategy, communication, finance, accounting, technology, legal...

Expected impact
This one-to-one skills support aims at helping the Nonprofit Organisations to make best use of their human and operational resources in order to reach and maintain sustainability and ultimately better perform.

Program overview
- Half day or full day
- One-to-one support
It is important to spend some time to give back to the community, to think about people less lucky.

It is good for the team work and it is nice to meet new people and the organizations that help the community.

Solidarity initiatives keep us with our feet on the ground and help us realize that we are privileged and that not everyone has the same chances in life.

Very positive and rewarding experience, in a friendly atmosphere, and with a general feeling of making us useful socially while working as a team. To do again!

These events are very much appreciated by the team. They are a very valuable way of team building.

It was an excellent day, flawlessly organized, and while having fun and great team spirit, we managed to do a really good job.

It is our duty to make the world a better place and if I can do something to make it happen, I will!
Furniture Platform
Offering a “Second Life” to non-food equipment
In Non-Profit Organisations and schools

Where yesterday revives in a new way

Why throw away or destroy your office furniture or non-food equipment / goodies if you can give it a "Second Life" in a Non-Profit Organisation or a school?

Expected impact

• Help Non-Profit Organisations or schools to set up at an affordable cost.
• Neutralize unnecessary logistics, storage or destruction expenses.
• Translate the concept of "Second Life" into concrete action, linked to the ambitions of the circular economy, sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility.
• Strengthen the solidarity chain by helping Non-Profit Organisations and schools to work in the best possible conditions.
2009 Support of the King Baudouin Foundation
2010 Nominated by Enterprize.be Category « Social Entrepreneurship »
2010 Nominated by HR Excellence Awards Special Award from the Jury - « Best HR Initiative of the Year »
Stimulating solidarity with passion

Some Corporate partners

20,000 employees involved since 2009
Stimulating circular economy with pride
Some Corporate partners

19,000 items transferred to NPO & schools since 2009